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Abstract
Duality in supersymmetric SU(N) gauge theory with a symmetric
tensor is studied using the technique of deconfining and Seiberg’s du-
ality. By construction the gauge group of the dual theory necessarily
becomes a product group. In order to check the duality, several nontriv-
ial consistency conditions are examined. In particular we find that by
deforming along a flat direction, the duality flows to the Seiberg’s duality
of SO(N) gauge theory.
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Recent progress in supersymmetric gauge theories made it possible to argue non-perturbative
aspects of them [1] [2] (for a review, see [3]). In particular, Seiberg has shown [4] that SUSY
gauge theories have a dual description in terms of a SUSY gauge theory with a different gauge
group. For example, SU(Nc) gauge theory with Nf flavors is dual to SU(Nf −Nc) gauge theory
with Nf flavors. Although both theories have different gauge groups, global symmetries of the
two theories are the same and they satisfy several nontrivial consistency checks on the duality.
Duality in SUSY gauge theories is also studied in [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15].
Duality in SUSY gauge theories with tensor matters is extensively investigated. One way to
do it is to use the technique of deconfining [10]. That is, a tensor matter is considered to be
a bound state of a confining gauge theory. The dual description of an original theory can be
obtained by dualizing the deconfined theory instead of the original theory. One of the merits
of the deconfining technique is that one can construct dual theories by using Seiberg’s duality.
This is because all the matter fields of the deconfined theory belong only to the fundamental
representation of the gauge group. The gauge group of the deconfined theory is necessarily a
product group, and thus the dual theory also has a product gauge group, even though the original
theory has a single gauge group.
In this letter we consider duality in SU(N) gauge theory with a symmetric matter. We first
discuss the non-perturbative superpotential and the quantum moduli space. Using holomorphy
and symmetry, it turns out that no superpotential is dynamically generated, and at the origin
of the moduli space the theory is in non-abelian Coulomb phase. This indicates that the SU(N)
gauge theory with a symmetric tensor has a dual description. Next we construct the deconfined
theory. It is argued that the original theory can be deconfined by introducing an SO(N + 5)
gauge group. Then we use Seiberg’s duality to obtain the dual theory. Note that by virtue
of Seiberg’s duality, global symmetries of the dual theory are the same as those of the original
theory, and the ’t Hooft anomaly matching conditions are trivially satisfied. The mappings of the
gauge invariant operators between the two theories are easy to establish. It is also argued that
by dualizing the dual theory again, we can obtain another dual theory which has different matter
contents while having the same gauge group. As a consistency check on the duality, we turn
on a vacuum expectation value in the original theory. We find that the dual theory is properly
deformed as the vev’s are turned on in the original theory. In particular we show that the duality
in SU(N) gauge theory with a symmetric matter flows to the Seiberg’s duality in SO(Nc) gauge
theory by deforming it along a flat direction.
We start with the theory;
SU(N) SU(F ) SU(N + F + 4) U(1)Q U(1)Q¯ U(1)S U(1)X
QxA ✷ ✷ 1 1 0 0 0
Q¯lA ✷
∗ 1 ✷ 0 1 0 0
SAB ✷✷ 1 1 0 0 1 0
(1)
where A,B = 1, 2, · · · , N, x = 1, 2, · · · , F and l = 1, 2, · · · , N + F + 4. We refer to this as
the electric theory. All the global U(1)’s are anomalous, and can be used as selection rules by
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assigning appropriate charges to the dynamically generated scale ΛSU(N)
U(1)Q U(1)Q¯ U(1)S U(1)X
ΛbSU(N) F N + F + 4 N + 2 −2(F + 3) (2)
where b = 2N − F − 3 is the coefficient of the 1-loop beta function.
From the four anomalous U(1)’s, three anomaly free U(1)’s can be constructed. One of them
is R-symmetry. Here we take the following charge assignments
U(1)1 U(1)2 U(1)R
Q 1 N − F 2(F+3)
F
Q¯ −F
N+F+4
F 0
S 0 −2F 0
(3)
Using holomorphy and symmetry, it is easy to see that no superpotential can be generated
for all F . Thus the flat directions are left quantum mechanically. It is useful to describe the flat
directions in terms of gauge invariant operators, some of which are given by
M = QQ¯, H = SQ¯Q¯, U = detS,
B¯ = ǫ Q¯N , Vk = ǫ Q
k(SQ¯)N−k, for k ≤ F, (4)
where ǫ is the epsilon tensor of the SU(N). All the gauge invariant operators are not indepen-
dent and satisfy some constraint equations. Note that the classical constraints hold quantum
mechanically, because the U(1)X charge of the dynamical scale ΛSU(N) is always nonzero. Thus
the quantum moduli space is the same as the classical one, so that the singularity at the origin
of the classical moduli space cannot be smoothed out. In order to discuss the physical meaning
of the singularity, consider the ’t Hooft anomaly matching conditions. It turns out that the
singularity cannot be attributed to the appearance of singlet fields. This implies that our model
is in non abelian Coulomb phase for F ≤ 2N − 3, which is expected to have a dual description.
As discussed above, our strategy to find the duality is to construct the deconfined theory of
(1) by using the technique of deconfining [10]. We first consider SO(N + 5) SUSY gauge theory
with N + 1 fundamentals yA and z, and N + 1 singlets P¯A and u, where A = 1, 2, · · · , N . Here
we assume this theory has the superpotential at the tree level
W = yzP¯ + z2u. (5)
According to the result of [6], there is a branch of the moduli space in which no superpotential
is generated, confinement occurs and the massless fields at the origin of the branch are given by
the mesons
SAB = yAyB, PA = yAz, R = z2. (6)
The superpotential (5), however, makes massive the singlet fields PA, R, P¯A and u, so that the
massless field is only SAB. Now gauge the global SU(N) symmetry weakly. This means that the
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dynamical scales of the two gauge groups satisfy ΛSU(N) ≪ ΛSO(N+5). In order for the SU(N) to
be anomaly free, we must introduce F fundamentals QxA, and N +F +4 anti-fundamentals Q¯lA.
This is indeed the electric theory (1). We refer to it as the expanded theory. It follows from (5)
and (6) that the U(1) charges of the fields are fixed as follows
SU(N) SO(N + 5) SU(F ) SU(N + F + 4) U(1)1 U(1)2 U(1)R
yAi ✷ ✷ 1 1 0 −F 0
zi 1 ✷ 1 1 0 NF −2
P¯A ✷
∗ 1 1 1 0 −F (N − 1) 4
u 1 1 1 1 0 −2NF 6
QxA ✷ 1 ✷ 1 1 N − F 2(F+3)
F
Q¯lA ✷
∗ 1 1 ✷ −F
N+F+4
F 0
(7)
Let us now derive the dual description of the electric theory from the expanded theory. For
convenience, we shall consider the case ΛSO(N+5) ≪ ΛSU(N). At the scale ΛSU(N), the expanded
theory can be considered to be SU(N) SUSY gauge theory with N + F + 5 flavors. Note that
this theory allows a dual description for all F . Following [4], consider the meson fields
Mxl = QxAQ¯lA, N
x = QxAP¯A,
C li = yiAQ¯lA, D
i = yiAP¯A. (8)
Dual quarks which couple to the mesons are also introduced. Note that the superpotential (5)
makes Di and z massive. Integrating out these fields, we obtain the dual theory:
SU(F + 5) SO(N + 5) SU(F ) SU(N + F + 4) U(1)1 U(1)2 U(1)R
q¯xA ✷
∗ 1 ✷∗ 1 −5
F+5
−N −10(F+3)
F (F+5)
x¯iA ✷
∗
✷ 1 1 F
F+5
0 2(F+3)
F+5
qAl ✷ 1 1 ✷
∗ −F (N−1)
(F+5)(N+F+4)
0 4
F+5
pA ✷ 1 1 1 −F
F+5
NF −4(F+4)
F+5
u 1 1 1 1 0 −2NF 6
Mxl 1 1 ✷ ✷ N+4
N+F+4
N 2(F+3)
F
Nx 1 1 ✷ 1 1 −N(F − 1) 6(F+1)
F
C li 1 ✷ 1 ✷ −F
N+F+4
0 0
(9)
The superpotential is given by
W =Mqq¯ +Npq¯ + Cqx¯+ (px¯)2u. (10)
We refer to this theory as the dual I theory. Note that the ’t Hooft anomaly matching conditions
are satisfied.
At the scale ΛSO(N+5), the dual I theory can be considered as SO(N + 5) gauge theory with
N + 2F + 9 flavors, because the SU(F + 5) gauge coupling is much weaker than that of the
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SO(N + 5). Thus we can dualize it by using the duality of Seiberg. Following the procedures of
[4], consider the meson fields
S¯AB = x¯iAx¯iB , H
lm = C ilC im, I lA = x¯iAC
li. (11)
We must also introduce dual quarks which couple to the mesons. Note that q and I become
massive due to the superpotential (10). Integrating them out, the dual theory is
SU(F + 5) SO(2F + 8) SU(F ) SU(N + F + 4) U(1)1 U(1)2 U(1)R
q¯xA ✷
∗ 1 ✷∗ 1 −5
F+5
−N −10(F+3)
F (F+5)
pA ✷ 1 1 1 −F
F+5
NF −4(F+4)
F+5
u 1 1 1 1 0 −2NF 6
Mxl 1 1 ✷ ✷ N+4
N+F+4
N 2(F+3)
F
Nx 1 1 ✷ 1 1 −N(F − 1) 6(F+1)
F
xAi ✷ ✷ 1 1
−F
F+5
0 −F+1
F+5
C¯li 1 ✷ 1 ✷
∗ F
N+F+4
0 1
S¯AB ✷✷
∗ 1 1 1 2F
F+5
0 4(F+3)
F+5
H lm 1 1 1 ✷✷ −2F
N+F+4
0 0
(12)
with the superpotential
W =MxC¯q¯ +Npq¯ + S¯p2u+ S¯x2 +HC¯2. (13)
We refer to this as the dual II theory. One can see that the ’t Hooft anomaly matching conditions
are satisfied.
Notice that we found the duality between the expanded and the dual II theory only for
ΛSO(N+5) ≪ ΛSU(N). Assuming holomorphy for ΛSU(N)/ΛSO(N+5), however, the duality is valid
for all ΛSU(N)/ΛSO(N+5) (see also [11]). Noting that the expanded theory (7) is equivalent to the
electric theory (1) for ΛSU(N) ≪ ΛSO(N+5), the dual II theory (12) turns out to be the dual of
the electric theory.
It is found that the gauge invariant operators (4) are mapped to the dual II theory in the
following way
U → ǫA1···AF+5ǫB1···BF+5ǫx1···xF ǫy1···yF q¯x1A1 · · · q¯xFAF q¯y1B1 · · · q¯yFBF
×S¯AF+1BF+1 · · · S¯AF+5BF+5,
B¯ [l1···lN ] → ǫA1···AF+5
(
xA1i1 C¯l1i1
)
· · ·
(
x
AF+4
iF+4
C¯lF+4iF+4
)
pAF+5,
V
[x1···xk][l1···lN−k ]
k → b˜ [A1···AF−k][l1···lF+4+k]q¯x1A1 · · · q¯xF−kAF−k , (14)
where b˜ is the SO(2F + 8)-invariant operator given by
b˜
[A1···AF−k]
[l1···lF+4+k]
= ǫi1···i2F+8x
A1
i1
· · ·xAF−kiF−k C¯l1iF+1−k · · · C¯lk+F+4i2F+4Wi2F+5i2F+6Wi2F+7i2F+8. (15)
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W is the SO(2F + 8) field strength superfield.
We have derived the dual theory (12) by using the technique of deconfining and the Seiberg’s
duality naively. We can, however, obtain another dual theory by dualizing (12) again. We first
think of the dual II theory (12) as SU(F + 5) gauge theory with a symmetric tensor. Then it
can be dualized following the procedures we have discussed. The gauge group of the dual theory
is SU(F + 5) × SO(2F + 8)1 × SO(2F + 8)2, where SO(2F + 8)1 is the gauge group of the
dual II theory and SO(2F + 8)2 results from dualizing the SU(F + 5). The vector index of the
SO(2F+8)2 is denoted by i
′. It is easy to see that the dual of the dual II theory has the following
matter contents:
SU(F + 5) SO(2F + 8)1 SO(2F + 8)2 SU(F ) SU(N + F + 4)
u 1 1 1 1 1
Mxl 1 1 1 ✷ ✷
Nx 1 1 1 ✷ 1
C¯li 1 ✷ 1 1 ✷
∗
H lm 1 1 1 1 ✷✷
M˜x 1 1 1 ✷
∗ 1
M˜xi 1 ✷ 1 ✷
∗ 1
H˜ 1 1 1 1 1
H˜i 1 ✷ 1 1 1
H˜ij 1 ✷✷ 1 1 1
C˜i′ 1 1 ✷ 1 1
C˜ii′ 1 ✷ ✷ 1 1
S˜AB ✷✷ 1 1 1 1
x˜i′A ✷
∗ 1 ✷ 1 1
p˜A ✷
∗ 1 1 1 1
u˜ 1 1 1 1 1
N˜x 1 1 1 ✷
∗ 1
q˜xA ✷ 1 1 ✷ 1
(16)
with the superpotential
W = MxlC¯liM˜xi +N
xM˜x + H˜u+ tr(H˜ij) +H
lmC¯liC¯mi
+M˜xx˜i′AC˜i′ q˜
xA + M˜xix˜i′AC˜ii′ q˜
xA + N˜xp˜Aq˜
xA + S˜ABp˜Ap˜Bu˜+ S˜
ABx˜i′Ax˜i′B
+H˜C˜i′C˜i′ + H˜iC˜ii′C˜i′ + H˜ijC˜ii′C˜ji′. (17)
Here we define the gauge invariant fields as follows
M˜x = p
Aq¯xA, M˜xi = x
A
i q¯xA,
H˜ = S¯ABp
ApB, H˜i = S¯ABp
AxAi , H˜ij = S¯ABx
A
i x
B
i . (18)
From (17), Nx, M˜x, H˜ and u become massive, and hence can be integrated out. Using the equation
of motion for H˜ij, we find that the field C˜ get a vev, so that the dual theory (16) is higgsed to
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SU(F+5)×SO(2F+8), where SO(2F+8) is the diagonal subgroup of SO(2F+8)1×SO(2F+8)2.
The vev makes H˜ij, H˜i, and C˜i′ massive, and thus they can be integrated out. As a consequence,
(16) becomes
SU(F + 5) SO(2F + 8) SU(F ) SU(N + F + 4)
Mxl 1 1 ✷ ✷
C¯li 1 ✷ 1 ✷
∗
H lm 1 1 1 ✷✷
M˜xi 1 ✷ ✷
∗ 1
S˜AB ✷✷ 1 1 1
x˜iA ✷
∗
✷ 1 1
p˜A ✷
∗ 1 1 1
u˜ 1 1 1 1
N˜x 1 1 ✷
∗ 1
q˜xA ✷ 1 ✷ 1
(19)
with the superpotential
W = MxlC¯liM˜xi + M˜xix˜iAq˜
xA + N˜xp˜Aq˜
xA + S˜ABp˜Ap˜Bu˜+ S˜
ABx˜iAx˜iB +H
lmC¯liC¯mi, (20)
where i is the vector index of the diagonal subgroup SO(2F + 8). Note that only in the case
F = 0, the dual (19) is exactly the same as the dual II theory (12).
In order to check the duality, turn on a vacuum expectation value in the electric theory. The
moduli space of the electric theory is determined by the D-term conditions
Q∗xAQ
xB − Q¯lAQ¯∗Bl + S∗ACSCB = cδBA , (21)
where c is a constant. We turn on vev’s for Q and Q¯ in the way
QxA = 0, Q¯lA =


a¯1
. . .
a¯r


. (22)
The vev’s of SAB are fixed by the D-term conditions. When c = 0, the electric theory is higgsed
to SU(N −r) and its massless field contents are the F fundamentals QxAˆ, the N +F +4−r anti-
fundamentals Q¯lˆ
Aˆ
, and a symmetric tensor SAˆBˆ, where Aˆ = r+ 1, · · · , N, and lˆ = r+ 1, · · · , N +
F + 4. Note also that H lm gets a vev of rank r and the other gauge invariant operators take
vanishing values. Turning to the dual II theory, one can see from the superpotential (13) that
C¯li, l = 1, · · · , r become massive because H lm has a vev of rank r. Integrating out the massive
fields, the symmetries of the dual II theory are broken as follows
SU(F + 5)× SO(2F + 8)× SU(F )× SU(N + F + 4)
→ SU(F + 5)× SO(2F + 8)× SU(F )× SU(N + F + 4− r). (23)
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This is indeed the dual of the electric theory.
Let us now consider the case c 6= 0. The electric theory is higgsed to SO(N − r), and its
contents of massless fields are N + 2F + 4 − r vectors. As in the case c = 0, H lm has a vev of
rank r. One of the most important differences is that the gauge invariant operator U = detS
takes a non-vanishing value. Turning to the dual II theory, it follows from (14) that the fields
q¯xA and S¯AB get vev’s so that the gauge group SU(F +5) is higgsed to SO(5) while SO(2F +8)
is unbroken. Up to gauge and flavor transformations, the vev’s are given by
q¯xA =


b
. . . 00000
b

 , S¯AB =


0F×F
b15×5


, (24)
where b is written in terms of a¯i and c. Substituting them into the superpotential (13) and
integrating out the massive fields, the dual II theory reduces to the supersymmetric SO(5) ×
SO(2F + 8) gauge theory with the following matter contents
SO(5) SO(2F + 8) SU(N + 2F + 4− r)
q¯µi 1 ✷ ✷
∗
Mµν 1 1 ✷✷
pA ✷ 1 1
u 1 1 1
(25)
with the superpotential
W = pApAu+Mµνqµiqνi, (26)
where SO(2F +8) vector fields qµi, µ = 1, 2, · · · , N+2F +4−r and the meson fields Mµν =Mνµ
are given by
qµi = (x
A′
i , C¯lˆi), M
µν =

 S¯A′B′ M
xlˆ
(
Mxlˆ
)T
H lˆmˆ

 , (27)
where A′, B′ = 1, 2, · · · , F . Note that (25) can be regarded as supersymmetric SO(5) gauge
theory with one flavor. It follows from [6] that the exact superpotential of (25) is given by
W =
1
2
(ǫL + ǫR)
4Λ4√
M
+Mu +Mµν q¯µiq¯νi. (28)
Here ǫL,R = ±1, M = pApA and Λ is the dynamical scale of the SO(5) SUSY gauge theory.
Depending on ǫLǫR = ±1, the moduli space consists of two branches. For ǫLǫR = 1, it is obvious
that no SUSY vacuum exists. On the other hand, for ǫLǫR = −1, no dynamical superpotential
can be generated so that M and u become massive. Thus the relation between the deformed
electric and dual II theories is indeed the duality found by Seiberg [4].
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Finally we study the duality by adding λlmS
ABQ¯lAQ¯
m
B , λ = λ
T , to the superpotential. For
convenience, we assume that λlm takes the following form
λlm = diag(λ, · · · , λ︸ ︷︷ ︸
k
, 0, · · · , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
N+F+4−k
). (29)
In the electric theory, there exists a branch of the moduli space parameterized by
Q = Q¯ = 0, SAB ∝ δAB. (30)
By deforming the electric theory along the flat direction, the electric theory flows to SO(N)
SUSY gauge theory with N + 2F + 4 − k flavors. On the other hand, the superpotential of the
dual II theory is given by
W = MxC¯q¯ +Npq¯ + S¯p2u+ S¯x2 +HC¯2 + λ
k∑
l=1
H ll. (31)
Recall that we are considering the branch U 6= 0. This means that q¯ and S¯ take the same form
of vev’s as (24). Using the F -term condition for H lm, C¯ is found to take a vev which breaks the
gauge group SO(2F + 8) to SO(2F + 8− k). Expanding the dual II theory around the vacuum
and integrating out massive fields, it is found that the dual II theory reduces to:
SO(5) SO(2F + 8− k) SU(N + 2F + 4− k)
q¯µˆi 1 ✷ ✷
∗
Mµν 1 1 ✷✷
pA ✷ 1 1
u 1 1 1
(32)
with the superpotential
W = pApAu+Mµν q¯µˆiq¯νiˆ. (33)
Here we denote the vector index of the SO(2F +8− k) by iˆ. From the same discussions as those
in (25), we can see that (32) flows to the dual of the deformed electric theory.
It is a pleasure to thank Prof. N. Sakai for a useful discussion. The author also thanks
Christian Baraldo for careful reading of the manuscript.
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